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Not Flaubert 's Parrot: 
Love in the Time of Cholera 

A l t h o u g h  Mirquez' next novel keeps the farmliar theme of time in its tide, 
it now gives first place to the word 'love'. It tells, in a leisurely and protracted 
series of flashbacks, the story of the life-long love of the illegitimate, and 
once poor, Florentino Ariza for Fermina Daza. Their teenage love had been 
sustained largely by his letters as she was sent away by her ambitious father. 
But when they suddenly met after this long separation, her 'illusion' of love, 
as she then saw it, was immediately dispelled. She rejected him to marry, 
although also after a period of rejection, the socially well-placed doctor 
Juvenal Urbino, who was already some thuty years old. Much of the book is 
taken up with a study of this marriage and of the myriad affairs by which 
Florentino tries tofill the space left by Fennina while waiting one day to 
possess her. The present action of the novel opens on the day of Dr Urbino7s 
sudden death, in his eighties, while trying to retrieve his escaped parrot. His 
death allows Florentino to resume his courtship of Ferrnina. This time he is 
eventually successful and the story ends with them sailing up and down the 
Magdalena river, isolated by a cholera flag, on a boat owned by the steamship 
company of which Florentino is now the president. It ends, that is to say, 
with a romantic gesture for which it is hard to imagine the realistic outcome. 

Cholera is, in short, a love story and it is handled as if the love motif of 
Chronicle had now expanded to require a book of its own. This is not just a 
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matter of space, or even of narrative proportion. The love story in Chronicle 
seemed to need a different mode of fiction and part of the interest of Cholera 
is not only to develop this possibility but implicitly to reflect upon and 
justifY it. The relationship between the two books, in other words, is a 
striking instance of an increasingly evident feature of Mirquez' oeuvre. One 
book seems partly to give birth to another which then goes on in turn to 
develop such a distinctive life of its own that it represents, if not a critique 
of the preceding work, then a significantly new vantage point from which to 
see it. 

Cholera is most briefly, and perhaps most adequately, described as a love 
story. For the homely populism of the phrase is part of the book's own 
characteristic note. Yet the very familiarity and apparent simplicity of this 
phrase, indeed its nearness to clichd, present special problems of value and 
attention. That is why MBrquez does not just seek to tell a popular love story; 
he sets out at the same time a sophisticated vindication of his subject and its 
form. This consists largely of a sustained meditation on both terms, 'love' 
and 'story', and on the relationship between them. But Miirquez also places 
this meditation within a wide-ranging, if implicit, context of literary history. 
The book is full of narrative elements which are in the first instance simply 
part of the action but which at the same time provide a continuous, discreet 
means of self-reference on the part of the fiction by which it  defines and 
locates itself against some of the prestigious achievements, and widely 
accepted criteria, of'earlier modern literature. 

The figure who provides the significant reference point here is 
Flaubert, although what is strictly at stake is not so much Flaubert himself as 
his myth. It is Flaubeds prestigious impact on modern literary thinking and 
most especially his ideal of an impersonally technical control by which the 
ineradicable human impulse to romance is contained within an ironically 
detached, aestheticised nihilism. The form is inseparable from the vision. It 
is appropriate as well as ironic that Julian Barnes' Naub&h Parrot (1984), 
with its witty and telling r e a h a t i o n  of the Flaubertian spirit, and its 
parenthetic swipe at 'magical realism', should have been published only a 
year before Cholera (1985). For CbolrrP offers a sustained, if side-long, 
challenge to the Flaubertian spirit. 

I say 'side-long' because the direct allusions to Flaubeq are the merest 
hints; anydung more overt might have turned the novel into an elite intra- 
literary game rather than the popular and independently accessible work it 
actually is. Hence there is a passing reference to Florentino' Arim's 
'educaci6n sentimental' / 'sentimental education'.l And the local hospital is 
named after St. Julian the Hos~italer (pp. 182, 337 / pp. 125,234). But once 
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relationship with a parrot dies looking at it. And then we see the further 
significance of having at the centre of the story a study of the prosaic 
marriage of a provincial doctor and of his wife's suppressed romanticism. .Of 
course, Dr Urbino and Fermina are a far cry from Charles and Emma Bovary 
but what the marriages have in common is their mundane representativeness 
as pointed up by the narrative in each case. The differences in personal 
quality are part of the force of the comparison. These differences challenge 
the basis of Flaubertian representativeness just as Mirquez brings a fresh 
light to the Flaubertian use of the clichi. 

In fact, indirection characterises the book more generally than just in 
the sidelong relation to Flaubert. Indirection has now become its dominant 
technical strategy and, we might almost say, its subject matter. For the 
narrative constantly sneaks up on the reader just as the character's emotions 
are constantly taking them by surprise. It is worth pausing on this aspect of 
the narrative before pursuing the implication of the Flaubertian allusions. 

As has been noted several times, Mirquez has always used techniques 
of indirection. The technical devices listed by Vargas Llosa are for the most 
part different forms of narrative obliqueness. In Cholera, however, these seem 
even more accentuated and humorously shared with the reader. For example, 
a favourite Marquesian effect has always been to introduce new material as if 
it were already known to the reader. Even an episode as important as the 
massacre of the strikers in Hundred Ears is edged into the narrative in this 
way. Very often the effect, as in Hundred Years, can be to reinforce the 
spatialised chronology of the narrative. The story is told as if it were already 
within our possession. The technique can also disguise the importance of 
what is being introduced. To speak of something as if we already knew all 
about it is to imply that the topic does not need further explanation. 

In Cholera, Mkquez is less concerned to create the compressed and 
mythlc spatialising of time which he sought in Hundred Ears but he is still 
concerned to dramatise the interrelations of emotion and time. Time both 
changes, and is unable to change, Florentino's love. Like the colonel of No 
One Writes, Florentino affirms a Quixotic value by his heroic endurance. At 
the beginning of his love for Fermina, Florentino is unaware that it will not 
be consummated till neady the end of their lives; that his life is going literally 
to enact what would normally be a poetic hyperbole. And in a 
complementary way, Dr  Urbino does not h o w  at the beginning of the novel 
that this is to be his laa  day. Here MBrquez reverses the device of apparently 
foretelling Col, Aureliano Buendia's death by firing squad. The opening 
chapter has several references to the doctor's death which make us suppose it 
to be still a long way off, as in: 
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of the social order. That was the structural function of marriage in the 
nineteenth-century novel of which Mahme Bovar-y is a classic instance.4 But 
in this connection it is suggestive that, whereas Flaubert7s title Madame 
Bovary refers to the former Emma Roualt purely by her married name, 
Fermina Daza, partly because of the different Hispanic conventions, 
continues to be referred to in the narrative by her personal and maiden 
names. In the twentieth century marriage has become more a matter of 
personal fulfilment, or otherwise, with less weight given to its meaning as a 
social institution. But wherever such a modern marriage continues to 
represent a lifetime commitment, it can actually embody the worlungs of 
the reality principle even more strongly and subtly than did the old sense of 
a social institution. 

For the social institution represented an impersonal order to which an 
individual would give a personal inflection but which individuals did not 
create and could not significantly modify. The institution itself could 
therefore be held responsible for the happiness or otherwise of those inside 
i t  But with the progressive weakening of the social institution, marriage has 
acquired an almost unique value in being a closed system in which two 
individuals live with the continuing, direct consequences of their own 
personalities. A lifetime's career in teaching, for example, may wreak untold 
damage, if only that of wasted time, on generations of students, but the 
perpetrator may remain happily unconscious became the students 
continually go away. Any comeback is only temporary. In a marriage, by 
contrast, the comeback is both short-term and long-term; it expresses itself 
at vvying levels of consdousness; and above all it is inescapable as long as 
the marriage lasts. 

The Urbino's marriage lasts into the new century and MArquez' 
presentation of it catches this intimate working of the reality principle as the 
interaction of two individuds defining and creating each other within a 
dosed system. His humour brings out the su-uctural dimension of this as well 
as the immediately personal, and often painful, feeling. At the same time, of 
course, the humour is a distancing device. The marriage is not the ultimate 
subject of the book. But he nonetheless communicates the rounded and 
complex workings of a marriage with an insider's knowledge in a way that I 
doubt Flaubert could. Flaubert could understand it very well in his own way, 
which was as an outsider. The bachelorhood of Flaubert is as relevant to his 
literary vision as is that of James or Turgenev. And by the same token, 
Mtquez '  own long marriage seems to have been an importantly formative 
precondition of his imaginative world just as, more obviously, D. H. 
Lawrence's was. Of course, this is not simply to attribute all such effects to 
morri~m fim- .w. It deDendS on the individuals7 being open to its possibiliti~ 
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If Flaubert had married he would undoubtedly, like many another, have 
remained essentially a bachelor and he was wise not to inflict this fate on a 
woman. That was part of the sense in whch he did understand the quedon 
very well from his own point of view. 

There is something larger at stake, therefore, in the volatility of the 
Urbino marriage in contrast to the enclosure of the Bovary'r. Of course, in 
an immediate sense the two marriages are incomparable because the authors 
are writing about different characters and for different purposes. But in a 
more significant underlying sense the characters are precisely the products of 
these different artistic and personal visions. W t h  his French suspicion of 
feeling and romance, Flaubert sardonically traces the inextricability of the 
romantic impulse in the lives of his major characters and implicitly identifies 
its only proper expression as being in the art of the book itself. Mirquez has 
a more English sense of the necessary, and proper, interaction of feeling and 
world so that the important question is rather to discriminate the quality of 
the feelings. It is as if Ma'rquez were seeking to write something more like an 
English novel of moral and emotional growth while staying within Flaubert's 
terms. Only in this way could he make fully conscious and pertinent the 
challenge to the Flaubertian spirit. HenryJames once remarked, after one of 
his visits to Flaubert's literary circle, how no one present was aware that 
George Eliot's Daniel Deronda had just been published and how none of them 
would have understood the significance of the event if they had been told of 
it.5 Hence Mirquez deliberately invokes Flaubert's terms and not least by 
keeping the general categories of 'reality' and 'romance' distinct in the 
reader's mind. 

The text is at all times hurnorol~sly aware both of the fundamental 
struggle between romance and reality and of their inextricability. This  is 
apparent in the young Florentine's business letters: 

... Florentino Ariza escribia cualquier cosa con tanta pasibn, que 
hasta 10s documentos oficiales parecian de amor. Los manifiestos 
de embarque le sdian rimados por mucho que se esforzara en 
evitarlo, y las cartas comerciales de rutina tenian un aliento lirico 
que les restaba autoridad. (p. 246) 

... Florentino Ariza would write anything with so much passion 
that even official documents seemed to be about love. His bills of 
lading came out in rhyme however he tried to avoid it, and 
routine business letters had a lyrical air that undermined their 
authority. (p. 171) 
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And this initial statement of the theme is answered much later when the 
.mature Florentino begins to have some success in wooing the widowed 
Fernlina with a different kind of letter: 

Era una carta de seis pliegos que no tenia nada que.ver con 
ninguna otra que hubiera escrito alguna vez. No tenia ni el tono, 
ni el estilo, ni el soplo ret6rico de 10s primer0 aiios del amor, y su 
argurnento era tan racional y bien medido, que el perfume de una 
gardenia hubiera sido un exabmpto. En cierto modo, fue la 
aproximaci6n m S  acertada de las cartas mercantiles que nunca 
pudo hacer. (p. 424) 

It was a six-page letter, quite unlike any he had ever written 
before. It did not have the tone, the style, or the rhetorical air of 
his early yeais of love, and his argument was so rational and 
measured that the scent of a gardenia would have been out of 
place. In a way, it was his closest approximation to the business 
letters he had never been able to write. @. 296) 

While we see that ~lordntin? has changed, the continuity of the business 
letter theme allows us also to see that this later style is only a transposition 
of the same melody. The youthful romance is not transcended so much as 
transformed. 

MGquez enjoys tracing the all-pervading nature of romance whereby 
it constantly subverts and assimilates its apparent opposites. At one point, as 
his lover Angeles Alfaro, the young girl who plays the cello naked, leaves on 
the boat for good, Florentino comes to recognise that 'se puede e s w  
enamorado de varias personas a la vez, y de todas con el rnismo dolor, sin 
traicionar a ninguna' @p. 393-4) / '... one can be in love with several people 
at the same time, and feel the same anguish for each, without betraying any 
of them' (p. 274) Whereupon he remarks as a general dictum: '"El corawn 
tiene mb cuartos que un hotel de putas"' / 'The heart has more rooms than 
a whorehouse'.6 He is momentarily shocked by this recognition but the 
narrative is not and, sure enough, '... no bien habia desaparecido el barco en 
la linea de la horizonte, cuando ya el recuerdo de Ferpina Daza habia vuelto 
a ocupar su espacio total' / '... no sooner had the ship disappeared over the 
horizon, than the memory of Fermina Daza once again filled all his space'. 
Romantic love, it has already been remarked, is not essentially an ethical 
impulse. As Stendhal bluntly put it: 'True passion is a selfish thing'.7 The 
remark about the heart and the whorehouse is an earthy way of putting what - . . .,. 1 : - ---1*+;1,2 
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and multiple. The image is even perhaps a distant cousin of 'My 
house has many mansions' and it is worth remarking in passing that he 
acceptance of multiplicity is an artistic, a* well as a psychological, principle. 
The solitude of Melquiades, and of the 'lonely God' of b Evil How; arose 
not from the absence, SO much as the even-handed mul~pliclry, of their 
relations wth humankind at large. 

That at least is the more negative side of the equation. But this book 
constantly suggests the more positive interrelations of 'love' and 'fiNon, 
whch may lurk in the common expression 'love story'. Love may be an 
archetypal subject of fiction partly because it has a strong element of the 
ficrional in its own constimtion. Hence, where the anti-romandc traditjon 
from Cervantes through Flaubert to Nabokov has used the elemen& of 
fiction to expose romance, Mirquez rather delights in the lnex~cable  
working of the fictional within love. Florentino, for example, becomes a 
scribe of love, drawing on his own feelings to compose love letters for others. 
He then finds himself conducting both sides of a correspondence which leads 
to a marriage and a child. This is the opposite joke to Flaubert's conswction 
of a love conversation between Emma Bova.ry and Leon out of the clichb he 
sardonically amassed for his Dictimry of Recehed Iduu In the case of 
Mlrquez' young couple, at least for all we h o w  to the contrw, the 
genuineness of the feeling overrides and sunrives the artificialiv of the 
occasion. The difference is partly an acceptance of language, even popular 
and cliched language, as being independent of the feeling invested in it rather 
than as necessarily debasing the feeling in the expression. In so far as it 
remained within the Flaubertian orbit, much modem literature showed an 
unassuagable nostalgia for the genuinely popular touch. Joyce placed rhe 
common man at the centre of his work but could not be said simply to write 
for him. M5rquez, for all his pamcian spirit, has increasingly sought the 
popular note. This book is his most striking attempt to square the circle; to 
write a genuinely popular and accessible romance while maintaining, if only 
to challenge, the sophistication of a high modernist consciousness. 

So, for example, as the final romance develops, Ferrnina becomes a fan 
of soap operas; a genre well known for its n a k  equivocation with real life 
and its tendency to identify the performers with their parts. W ~ t h  a typical 
Marquesian effect, she listens to these interspersed wlth the real news which 
is how she hears the report of the elderly couple whose murder reveals them 
to have been clandestine lovers for forty years despite their each having a 
stable and fruitful marriage. The news Item reduces Fermina to tears as the 
soap operas, which are designed to play on the feelings, do not, for it is in the 
fate of this couple that Ferrnina and Florentino recognise their potential 
selves. Bv intPrminclinm the 'rpol'  11,nrlTI nf hie C;~h.nn r.r;th tho* r \ C e r m n  rrn-7- 
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Mirquez is not merely endorsing his heroine's love of soap operas, he is 
presenting his own story as a superior version of the genre. Superior, that is 
to say, but not condescending. Soap opera may be an undemanding form but 
Mirquez feels no need to distance himself from it for the points of 
commonality are ultimately much greater than those of hfference. In the 
1980s Mirquez was increasingly fascinated by the potential power of this 
phenomenally popular form. As he says, more people watch a soap opera in 
one night than have ever read his books.* 

In short, Mhquez is writing a popular romance which seeks to 
vindicate itself with a sophisticated literary historical self-consciousness. He 
fully acknowledges the projective and illusory nature of romantic love, what 
Stendhal called 'crystallisation'.9 The  teenage love of Fermina and 
F l o r e n ~ o  is ended abruptly when she suddenly sees his prosaic reality close 
up and feels 'el abismo del desencanto' (p. 155) 1 'the abyss of 
disenchantment' @. 106). This echoes the puzzled recognition of Proust's 
Swann that Odette, the object of his formerly consuming passion, was not 
even his 'type'. But just as Proust's novel goes on to absorb this Flaubertian 
recognition into a more complex aesthetic vision of 'paradise' as an 
imaginative construct won from time, so Florentino's obstinate persistence is 
to effect a comparable change in the nature of feeling through time and with 
the help of his fictional imagination. 

Perhaps that is why Proust is mentioned, but only obliquely, in the text 
(p. 172 1 p. 118). For although its tone and ambition are so different, this is 
Mhquez' most Proustian novel. The Proustian experience is aansposed into 
the key of Mhquez. There were Proustian echoes, for example, in Hundred 
Yems but they were seen mainly in a critical light as part of the Buendia's 
insidious nostalgia. In Chokra, on the other hand, romantic nostalgia is more 
sympathetically treated and indeed the increasing nostalgia of Fermina for 
her youth even before being newly won over by Florentino is an important, 
unconscious step towards their late-flowering love. W~thout the elaborate 
metaphysics of love and imagination through which Proust constructs his 
final paradid vision, their late affair has a comparable basis in recovered 
emotion and a consciously challenging transcendence of immediate reality. 
And likewise, as with Proust, there has been a conscious quest for the 
romantic experience on the pan of the central male character while the true 
route to that experience proves to have been a process taking place largely 
outside of consciousness or will. 

M6rquez7 carefully considered privileging of the romantic experience is 
further offset by his chosen counter-term of 'cholera'. Throughout his oeuvre 
Mirquez has used the technique of reference which Varg* 

- - - -all- +he 'I.& rhino' or Chinese box. 1 ,  other words, he imparts crucial 
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information a propos of something else. In the early novellas especially, the 
horrors of the political situation were commonly revealed in this casual way, 
as in the remark that the funeral at the beginning of No One Writes was the 
first death by natural causes in ten years. The effect of this technique as used 
earlier was, of course, to increase our sense of such horrors. The present 
novel is likewise full of references to the civil wars and, one might thmk, the 
more tellingly so in so far as these references extend throughout the long 
lifetimes of the principal characters. But the actual effect is the reverse of 
this. We are rather struck by how little the essential lives of these characters 
are affected by political conditions and the long-standing nature of these 
conditions makes them appear to be rather one of the immovable conditions 
of life. This seems to be the principal function of the cholera motif. It 
metaphorically absorbs references to civil violence into a natural scourge; a 
scourge that might ideally be cured but is primarily to be understood as an 
aspect of the human condition at large. If this particular condition were 
removed, that is to say, the general nature of human existence would not be 
significantly altered. The supreme value of love would still be subject to time 
and mortality. This is the viewpoint from which Florentino's 'indiferencia 
politics rayaba 10s limites de lo absolute' @. 388) / 'indifference to politics 
approached the limits of the absolute' (p. 270). Love, in short, will always be 
in the time of cholera; an implication which is clearer in the Spanish title 
where the 'times' of cholera are in an indehite and recurrent plural. 

But there is a further, more inmnsic, reason for this inescapability of 
conditions which is that love itself stands in no simple opposition to cholera. 
Indeed, it promotes cholera. For if the image of cholera assimilates war to 
human mortality at large, it also encompasses the dangerous fever of love. 
Hence, when Florentino is first in love, 

... su madre se aterroriz6 porque su estado no se parecia a 10s 
des6rdenes del amor sino a 10s estragos del c61era. (p. 97) 

... his mother was temfied because his condition did not seem like 
the pangs of love so much as the ravages of cholera. @. 65) 

And late in life, as her memory became confused, she 

... solia decir: 'De lo h i c o  que mi hijo ha estado enfermo es del 
c6lera.' Confundia el c6lera con el amor, por supuesto, desde 
mucho antes de que se embrollara la memoria. @. 320) 

... used to say: 'The only disease my son ever had was cholera.' 
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than by the intercession of his wife. The whole episode of the concert plays 
on the interweaving of the music with the emotional and social realiv of the 
occasion. 

Music appears throughout the book as the ambivalent but 
indispensable power of romance. And since opera in particular is both a 
musical and a dramatic genre, it is obliged to spell out formally its remove 
from realist terms and in doing so it speaks for the novel too. What an opera 
might express, the novel vindicates and protects. The  doubleness is 
embodied in the different kinds, and degrees, of musical appreciation seen in 
the characters. It is evident that Dr Urbino, the connoisseur and promoter 
of opera, has a rational and sublimative relation to it, while Florentino's 
uncle, in keeping with the more romantic tenor of his life, actually sings. By 
contrast, Fermina and Florentino are sympathetically associated with music 
and opera without being enthusiasts or direct participants. This is because 
they ultimately wish to live out its values in reality. To make it possible for 
them to do so, the novel adjusts its own imaginative lens, its implicit contract 
with the reader, by means of the opera theme. 

This can be seen by the exercise of imagining a passage of MBrquez 
verbally unchanged but understood in a Flaubertian spirit. Borges' Pierre 
Menard would have us read the text of Dm Quixote to yield a modern, non- 
Cervantean meaning.ll That was a difficult feat which even Menard failed to 
achieve. But it is relatively easy to imagine the following passage as written 
by Flaubert: 

La temporada se abri6 con una compda  francesa de 6pera cuya 
novedad era un arpa en la orquesta, y cuya gloria inolvidable era 
la voz inrfiaculada y el talent0 drarnhtico de una soprano turca que 
cantaba descalza y con anillos de pedrerias preciosas en 10s dedos 
de 10s pies. A partir del primer act0 apenas si se veia el escenario 
y 10s cantantes perdieron la voz por el humo de las tantas 
limparas de aceite de corom, per0 10s cronistas de la ciudad se 
cuidaron muy bien de borrar estos obst6culos menudos y de 
magnificar 10s memorables. Fue sin duda la initiativa mis 
contagiosa del doctor Urbino, pues la fiebre de la 6pera 
contamin6 hasta 10s sectores menos pensados de la ciudad, y dio 
origen a toda una generaci6n de Isoldas y Otelos, y Aidas y 
Sigindos. (pp. 73-4) 

The season opened with a French opera company whose novelty 
was a harp in the orchestra and whose unforgettable gloq was the 
imneccahle voice and ciramatic talent of a Turkish soprano who 

sang barefoot and wore rings set with precious stones on her toes. 
After the first act the stage was hardly to be seen and the singers 
lost their voices because of the smoke from so many palm oil 
lamps, but the chroniclers of the city took care to erase these 
minor obstacles and to magnify what was memorable. Without a 
doubt it was Dr Urbino's most contagious initiative, for opera 
fever infected the most unexpected sections of the city and gave 
birth to a whole generation of Isoldes and Otellos and Aidas and 
Siegfrieds. (p. 48) 

Marquez' vision here is no less ironical than Flaubert's would have been, but 
with a different kind of irony. Ln Flaubert, for example; we would know how 
to read the 'impeccable' voice of the Turkish soprano but in Mirquez we 
cannot be so sure. If the 'chroniclers of the city' are adjusting their verbal 
lenses so, in his own way, is Mirquez. Like D r  Urbino looking on the life of 
the same city, he loves it enough 'para verla con 10s ojos de la verdad' (p. 167) 
/ 'to see it with the eyes of truth' (p. 115). Where a classic English novelist, 
like George Eliot, would say you can on& see the human truth when looking 
with the eyes of love, Mirquez is somewhere between that stance and the 
Flaubertian. And, once again, the final imagery of disease in the passage links 
this ambivalent complex of feeling to both the central motifs of cholera and 
romance. Dr  Urbino, the rational and effective campaigner against the 
cholera, has himself been responsible for this 'contagious initiative'. 

The fact that we can so readily perform the imaginary exercise of 
reading the passage in the spirit of Flaubert arises partly from the fact that 
opera has been a recurrent motif by which both realist and modernist writers 
have defined their own generic forms. In Madame Bovav itself, Emma's 
readiness to be emotionally caught up by a performance of Lucia di 
Lammemoor is treated with crushing irony. On the other hand, Joyce's 
Uhsses, and several consciously modernist works of Thomas Mann, not onlv 
present operatic experience in a more positive light, they use it as a pamal 
model, or criterion, for their own conscious departures from realist form. 

As a reading of Joyce, and of Cholera itself, reminds us, opera at the turn 
of the century was a highly popular form; and hence the desire of some of 
these earlier writers to distance themselves from it. It is significant that opera 
has acquired a new popularity, and a new kind of popularity, precisely over 
the period of Mirquez' career for the late twentieth-century popularity of 
opera has been part of a transformation in the understanding of the fonn 
itself. That it now regularly attracts great theatrical directors reflects a more 
serious and integral understanding of its nature as musical drama. In the 
early 1960s it was ~ossible to think of the middle part of the nineteenth 
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century as a relatively weak period for drama. This judgelnent m q  indeed be 
a fair one but in making it one would now have to recognise that opera was 
one of the forrns into which the dramatic imagination of the period went. 
And it could strike important notes of political feeling as was recognized by 
the crowds who drew Verdih hearse through the streets singing the Israelites' 
chorus from Nobulio. That is why Mlrquei late twentieth-centuiy novel, set 
around the turn of the century, is able to unite in its operatic theme both the 
popular note of the earlier period and the generic appreciation of recent 
decades. A way of expressing the reservation about Chronicle would be to say 
that its love theme seemed to require the insertion of a different mode of 
fiction which it could only with tact and difficulv contain. As Mirquez pulls 
out the stops for the return of Bayardo with his bag of unopened letters we 
might think of this, with some ironic intent, as his letter aria. In Chobra, by 
contrast, the whole work is made generically and consciously of a piece with 
its affirmation of romance. In a larger way, the whole literary movement of 
which Mdrquez is a part may be associated with the renewed, sophimcated 
appreciation of opera. 

It is also no accident perhaps that the 'operatic' moment in Cbrmiclt 
should have involved Angela's letters. For the letters which played a 
wbordinate role in the earlier work have become a dominant mnotif, and 
narrative means, in the later one. Angela's letters were her means of 
expressing an emotional truth for which there was no other outlet. A 
comparable use of a letter occurs with the death of Dr Urbino's father, Dr 
Marco Aurelio Urbino. T h s  imposing public figure is not really known even 
to his own family until they read his posthumous letter 'de amor febril' (p- 
170) / 'of feverish love' (p. 116) written to them on his death bed. This letter 
shows his given name to be indeed an appropriate one yet 'nunca antes de esa 
carta se le habia mostrado d como era en c u q o  y alma, por pura y simple 
timidez' (pp. 170-1) / 'before this letter he had never revealed himself body 

A 

and soul out of pure and simple shyness' @. 117). 
But the letters of Florentino are a central narrative device defining the 

emotional ambivalence, and the fictional bracketing, of the romantic 
experience. They are a way of balancing and interrelating the kinds of truth 
and falsehood in romance. His early letters, along with Fernha's subsequent 
rejection of him, suggest the dangers of delusion. Yet in the longer term the 
impulse of these letters is vindicated when he finds a newly realistic mode of 
expression. He has to learn that the bubble of romance bursts when its truth 
is too crudely counted on, or literalised. Fermina is then so struck by the 
wisdom of these later letters, that she decides to keep them as a series and to 
think of them as a book. If this is a hint towards the traditional device of the . 

I-----,* +he hook we are reading, then it is a 
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reminder of the partial origin of modem realist fiction in the epistolaly novel 
of the eighteenth centurv. 

In the eighteenth century, this device was usually a way of exploring 
levels of sincerity in the character's self-presentation while keeping the who]e 
form within that 'air of reality' which H e n ~ y  James was to see as he hallmark 
of the novel tradition as he inherited it. There was a close homology between 
the narrative literalism of such fiction and the literalistic uderstanding of 
the ethics of sentiment in the same period." If M5rquez r e m s  to some 
such value in the letter as mediating between the narrative form and rhe 
emotional ethic of the book, it is not by using the letters themselves as the 
narrative medium. The letters are always firmly placed wirhin his ow11 third- 
person narrative frame. Coming at the other end of the realist tradition, 
Mirquez needs to use the letters not to reinforce the realiry effect of his own 
narrative but to provide protective enclaves from such an effect, Only 
through that route does he then provide an implicit model for the ultilnate 
meaning of his own story. Like both the opera and Florentinok letten, the 
novel creates a privileged but necessary space. 

In sum, this novel vindicates its vision of romantic love through a 
constant, glancing texture of literary and cultural allusion. Yet the ultimately 
important emphasis has to be that, in keeping with Mirquez' fundamental 
populism, these allusions never become too self-conscious, or detached from 
the narrative subject. The novel can be read innocently without being 
misread. The apparent casualness of the narrative is important, not just as a 
concealment of art: it is an aspen of the vision. The narrative bravura is part 
of the point. Henry James, D.H. Lawrence and Ivan Tugenev, while seeing 
the power of Flaubert, all saw somedung ultimately stultifying in the resolute 
imposition of his artistic will. For James and Turgenev pamcularly, we might 
say that the tragic vision of Flaubert was only indirectly revealed in his works 
and was most truly and fdly embodied in the Sisyphean artistry these works 
imply. Flaubert himself was the true tragic hero of his oeuvre. By contrast, 
while showing a complete narrative mastery, Miirquez creates the maximum 
open-endedness both of tone and of narrative resolution. The necessity and 
impossibility of romance are embodied in the teasing, flirtatious qualiry of 
the story-telling. Whereas the early fiction frequently had a sub-textual self- 
consciousness, this late work in particular puts its fictional play on the 
surface. 

The critical danger, in seelung to make these effects explicit, is of 
breaking the butterfly upon a wheel. The glancingness is all. It may be 
helpful as a final emphasis, therefore, to give some examples of moments in 
which the playfully open-ended spint of narrative self-consciousness in the 

leaves the reader wondering how much to read into it at any pven 
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moment. The general spirit of the work creates a constant flicker of 
possibility, a kind of spray where the surface of its medium meets ours, such 
that one cannot be sure whether one has actually been splashed or has just 
imagined it. The meaning seems to lie more in the possibility than in the 
specific interpretation. 

Are we, for example, to see a formal joke in tbe following incident 
which has little necessity from a purely narrative point of view? 

Alguna vez probo apemas una tisana de manzanilla, y la devolvid 
con una sola frase: 'Esta vaina sabe a ventana.' Tanto ella como las 
criadas se sorprendieron, porque nadie sabia de alguien que 
hubiera bebido una ventana hervida, per0 cuando ~robaron la 
tisana tratando de entender, entendieron: sabia a ventana. (p. 324) 

Once he barely tasted some chamomile tea and returned it, with 
the single remark This  stuff tastes of window.' She and the 
servants were equally surprised because nobody had ever heard of 
anyone drinking boiled window, yet when they tried the tea in an 
effort to understand, they understood; it tasted of window. @p. 
226-7) 

The reader here is in the same position as Ferrnina and the servants except 
that they can actually resolve the matter by mdng the tea. Fiction, like 
language itself, requires a consensual acceptance of external reality although 
fiction is also the pre-eminent medium d ~ o u g h  which the boundvies of 
conwnsus can be explored and renegotiated. At the level of language Dr 
Urbino's remaik seems almost surrealist yet at the level of the ficdonal re&ty 
it turns out to have an accurately referential mth. Since we cannot taste the 
tea for ourselves, the remark retains for us its flickering ambiguity. It is 
strictly a play with the order of discourse itself, yet it is the more playful in 
being barely emergent from the order of the subject-matter. Behind the joke 
about the tea lies Dr  Urbino's objection when food is not prepared with love. 
As was remarked in the preceding chapter, John Bayley would make this a 
fundamental principle of literary creation. 

Or again, Florentino see%; to incorporate a metafictiond wit in the 
episode with the mirror. On one occasion during lus fifryyear wait, he ges 
to see Fermina for several hours from fairly close up by the lucky placing of 
a mirror in a restaurant. He  subsequently buyr the mirror although its 
antique frame costs him dear. He is not interested in the frame but simply in 
the mirror which has contained the image of the beloved. Florenuno is 

L:- ----,t;p punrvfimnce bv reversing the traditional image of 
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realist vision. Once again, the episode is carried by its charm and can 
undoubtedly be read without such literary historical arsociations but part of 
its underlying toughness lies in its carrying the challenge into the enemy5 
territory. After ail, even when used as a metaphor of realism, rhe image rhe 
mirror is strictly a virtual one. The function of fiction at any time is not 
passive. It does not merely reflect but makes' US reflect, and all realiry is in 
some sense chosen. 

The lightness of touch bears equally on the running colnparison with 
Flaubert. Mirquez is not necessarily placing Cbokra on a f o o h g  ul& 
Maahme BW?. Indeed, the tact of the novel lies in in nice judgement of ia 
own relative weight. Nor is it a question of displacing Flaubert's vision, a if 
 roving it 'wrong7. Works of fictional imagination don't stand in that sort of 
relation to each other. It is rather a matter of taking a classic metlphyriinl 
vision, as incorporated in an equally classic formal mode, and using &is to 
define a contrary one. 

In fact, the danger here would be of dowing the order of allusion to 
take over too much so that the book becomes merely parasitical on an earlier 
one. There is a recognisable late twentieth-century fictional sub-genre ofthe 
rewritten classic. Jean Rhys's Wide Surgasso Sea (1966) is the most 
distinguished example, and Fhubmk Pamot a close runner-up. M+uezl 
dusiveness, however, steers well clear of this. His vision is there very much 
in id own right while using allusion, humorously and parenthetically, to 
define and place itself. 

However, if this novel ends with his central characters challenging 
their social world and the very conditions of existence by their final, and as 
it were eternal, trip on the Magdalena river, this pints towards the different 
world of Mhrquez' next novel, in which the weightiness of the historical 
subject could hardly be more ambitious. 

NOTES 

1.  EI nntor en el  tiempos def colera (Barcelona: Bruguera, 1985) p. 100; h e  in the T k  
Ofcholera, trans. Edith Grossman (London: Cape, 1988) D. 67. 

~ ~ , A 2. Germaine G m r  sees Mirquez7 whole Yeatmenr of the heme as 'agein' dthough 
her reading seems humourlessly literalistic to me. See The Cbangt (London: Hamish 
Hamilton, 1991) pp. 364-8. 

3. See ~ c n i ;  he Rougemonb Love in thc W#m Wwki (Nnr Yo& Harper and Row, 
197% also trans. by Montgomery Belgian as Pasim nd So* (London: Faber, 1940). 

4. For an extended discussion of this theme see Tony Tanner, Adultery and the Nwef 
(Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1979). 

5. Letter to Alice James, Feb. 22, 1876. Henry3ames: Letters, ed. Leon Edel, Vol. II 
tondon: Mamillan, 1975) pp. 29-30. 
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6. The published translation gives 'My heart ...' but it is clear that Florentine is 
making a general, aphoristic refledon. 

7. Stendhal, Scarkt and Black, trans. Margaret R. B. Shaw ~armondsworth: Penpin, 
1953) p. 149. 

8. See the interview with Mirquez, 'Of Love and Levitation', TLS, 20-26 October 
1989, pp. 115145. 

9. See On Love, trans. P. Sidney Woolf and C. N. Sidney Woolf Bondon: 
Duckworth, 1915). See especially chapter I, sections VI and XTI. 

1 0  in a lecture 'Garcia Mirquez and the Moderllist Tradition' given at a conference 
on 'Gabriel Garcia Mirquez', BirkbecL College, London on 30 September 1988. The 
interest in popular music of the coastal region is a recurrent feature of M6rquez' early 
iournalism. See also Mirquez' comment on Hundred YImr when first worhng on it: It's 
like a bolero', Fragrme, p. 7 1. 

11. 'Pierre Menard, Author of the Quixote;, Labynntbs, pp. 62-7 1. 
12. I have discussed the relationship of sentimenohst ethics and fictional form in The .- 

Smtiment of Reality (London: Unwin, 1983). 

DAVID B U E H R E R  

"A Second Chance on EaP.th": 
The Postmodem and the Post-apocalyptic in 

Garciiz Ma~quez's Love in the Time of Cholera 

On a day like today, my master William Faulkner said in this very place, 
"I refuse to admit the end of mankind." I should not feel myself worthy 
of standing where he once stood were I not W y  conscious that, for the 
first time in the history of humanity, the colossal disaster which he 
refused to recognize thirty-two years ago is now simply a scientific 
possibility. Face to face with a reality rhat overwhelms us, one which over 
man's perceptions of time must have seemed a utopia, tellers of tales 
who, like me, are capable of believing anytlung, feel entitled to believe 
that it is not yet too late to underrake the notion of a minor utopia: a new 
and limitless utopia for life wherein no one can decide for others how 
they are to die, where love really can be true and happiness possible, 
where the lineal generations of one hundred years of solitude wiU have 
at last and for ever a second chance on earth. 

Gabriel Garcia Mirquez, 
Nobel Address, 1982. 

Trans. Richard Cardwell 

I n  John Barth's seminal 1980 essay on postmodemist fiction, K T h e  
Literature of  Replenishment," h e  singles out  Gabriel Garcia Mirquez  and 
his novel One Hundred Earn of Solinu* as quintessential examples of the 
postmodern genre. F o r  Barth, what distinguishes Garcia Mirquez's fiction is 
its Ksynthesis o f  straightforwardness and artifice, realism and magic and 
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